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Increasingly judicial decisions are impaCting on school practices. Thus, the

need is greater for practitioners to gain knowledge of and\ skill with legal

materials. This is sufficient reason for schools of education to engage in

teaching and search about law as it relates to education. here is another

eP

reason wiry educators, especially philosophers, should engage in \a study of

],,aid, namely, they can` discover topics for research, and theory dev lopment
I'

from a study of judicial decisions--topics which when combined with legal argu-

V
rents and theory,could, through planned use of the eourt4;vresult in changes in

school policies and practices. This is clot a particula0*novel suggestion, as

evidenced by recent cases dealing with school finence,,where,Such a program is

underway. NevertheAss, the point needs stressing: In a number of areas of

f .

lawl two of which are examined in this,paper=-Itudent:ftee speech and immor-

ality as abasis of_teacher dismissal--inadequate judgMents have been rendered:
.

\ 4

Lip Often the inadequacy is the result of a lack of theOry and research concerning

the proble s raised in the courts. To-parody Kant's famous dictum, educational,

.. ,

theory with ut legal principles is often impotent and, more importantly, legal

principles ithout educational theory can be blind. A stark example of this
,--

-.problem is the court't statement-in-Andrews v. Drew:

1
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During our evidenti.ary hearing, educational'and psychological experts

have presented differing views, mainly of a judgmental nature unsup-
.

ported.by any studies 'that provide a solid factual' basis for their

conclusions. These professional opinions, when simplified, rest

either on the notion that an unwed parent is not lilely to beta

proper example for students, or,on the contrary;.riew, that such

parentage has absolutely no relationshipto the function and role

of teachers or other employees in a public school system.
1

Another example is Goss v. Lopez, the recent student due process- case, in which

a right is granted as a result of a standard due process analysis.
2

However,

in practice there is no guarantee- that it will make any difference. The dis-

c

sents' obijections to te holding forthe most partseem to assume that educa-

tion in this country still takes place in one-room schools. Arguably, a court

more informed about educational practice and Olicies cdhld reach a better

decision.

In this paper two doctrines are examined--the Tinker
3
standard of "mate-

rial and substantial interierencerwi,th the reqhirements of appropriate school

4
discipline" and the Morrison ','fitnes's to teach" test. With respect to the

former we shall,suggest how a decision might/be reached that would affect the

school's curriculum if educational theory end research were properly applied

to legal theories. With respeCt to the latter, we shall point out the need

for certain evidence. before ,just end,consistent results can be reached.

Both arguments suggest ways of
`increasing

the potential for pluralism in

curriculum and staffing patterns.

Tinker Revisited

In 6ecember, 1965;, Mary Beth Tinker and other students wore black armbands

I

to school in support of a Vietnam truce during the holiday season. Based on a

recentlyadopted regulation by, the principals of the Des Moines Schools, the

.
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students were suspended from.school when they refused to remove their

armbands.

The UniteeStates Supreme Court reversed the lower courts decision,

which had dismissed' Tinker's.complaint, pointing out that "First Amendment

rights, applied in the light of the special characteristics of theschool
t,

environment, are available to teachers and students." Schools, according to
,

the majority, may not be enclaves of totalitarianism; students "may not be

confined to the expression of those sentiments that(are'officiacy approved."
'''),

..

The court concluded that school officials cannot limit a student's,expression
,

of his pinions, even 4 controversial subjects, unless the school can shoW
. ..

that the "forbidden" speech would "materially and substantially interfere with

the requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school."

Since personal intercommunication among students is both an inevitable part of

the process of attending school dild an important part of the educationai pro-
4

cess, "appropriate discipline" does not allow limiting expression of students'

opinions to topics approved by the school officials or to supervised and or-

4ained discussion in a schobl classroom.

Black's dissent. is essentially an expressioh of judicial restraint,'i.e.,

elected school officials, not courts, should determine what regulations are,'

necessary to control pupils. However, in support of his poSition he reject's

the majority's view of the nature of schooling--"taxpayer8 send children' to

school on the premise thee at their age they need to learn, not teach."

Expressions which divert students' mindk from their regular lessons are

subject to school officials' regulations. Thus, to a large extent, Fortas

majority opii\ion'can be distinguilhed from Black's dissen't on the basis of

their differing views as to the nature of, education. This is another.illus-
J

tration of the problem posed in the paper. Although Black's gendral'position

1.
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that the 1acI of competence of school children is a basis for not including

them within the scope of freedom of speech should be rejected, his opinion

is effggestive of some proper limitation upon freedom of speech in schools.

Brief*, let us make two suggestions, both of which are arguably unworkable.

They could also open the door for abusive ,practices by principals. Our sug-

gestions are that (1) it be made clear that freedom of speech just applies to
Fp

the expression of beliefs that are essentiplly political and (2) topics, such

as the promotion of racial superiority, which are clearly against public--

---
policy should be restricted. The former is intended to precItide verbal'

1

attacks upon teachers, such as "you don't know the right way of teaching

math." The latter is not intended to preclude minority political or policy

beliefs.
5

It might also have the effect of correcting the problem in Guzick

discussed below. Matters such as the can adequately be decided only by a

court which is. informed about educational theory and practice.

Two things ate not faCtors in Tinker, namely, (1) whether or not the

student by his expression intended to disrupt, and (2) whether or not the

school could reasonably control the disruption that flowed from the student's

expresSion. Thus, on.the Tinker test, a student's expressibn of political

belief can be curtailed even though it evidences no intention to disrupt.

Under such circumstances the school is not under any obligation to adopt

measures to protect the student's right of expression in the face of poten-

tial disruption by providing measures to prevent disruption or by seeking

to control actual disruption before limiting the student's expression.

A consideration of Guzick v. Drebus
6
will point a further problem

,with the Tinker standard that free speech cannot be denied without a showing

by the school that the expression will materially and substantially disrupt

the work and discipline of the school. Guzick was, invur view, incorrectly

4
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decided, but this is not the troublesome pgirit the'case raises. The point is

that it shows that freedom of speech can be rather easily restricted in racially

mixed inner -city schools. Thus, we have a situation in which the same type of '

expression can be prohibited in certain types of schools, but ,cannot" be in

others.

A brief examination of Guzick Will demonstrate this point. Thomas Guzick

was suspended from school for refusing to remove a button whicsoliCited

participation in an anti-war demonstration. Although the Court of Appeals said

the facts bring the case withi 'the scope, of it upheld the suspension

even though, as the dissent points'out, here was no indication that the wearing

of the aricular button would disrupt the work and discipline of the school.

ThOcourt upholds the suspension by distinguishing the Guzick fads from the

Tinker facts on essentially two grounds: (1) the rule applied to-Guzick, for-
.

bidding the wearing of all symbols llereby the wearer identified himself as a

supporter of a cause or bearing messages unrelated to their education, was a

long-stand ing-ene, and,(2) the current student population at the school is

70% black and 30% white and there were occasions when the wearing of buttons

with raciallY inflammatory messages--in violation of the regulation--lead to

3

'disruptions. .Neither of these "factual distinctionsjustifies the result

reached in Guzick., In Tinker the fact that the arbitrary school rule was

directed at the particular example of expression, the armband, is not an

essential factor- in the decision. The second distinction distorts Tinker,

since Tinker requires a showing that the particular stud,ent's activities would

materially and substantially disrupt the work and discipline of the school.

The strict Judge concluded from the evidence presented by educators that.the
1

i
,

7 A

abrogation of the school's rule would, inevitably result in collisions and

disruptions that woad seriously subvert the school as a place of education,
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even though he did not find the message of the button in question inflammatory,

per se: "Although there was evidence that the message conveyed in this particu-

lar button might be such as to inflame some of the students at Shaw High, the

Court does not feel that such a result is likely. "7

The principle problem with the Tinker rule is not the danger--as in

Guzick--of its misapplication.' It is'rather that it fails to takd sufficient

account of (1) the central putpose of the freedoi of speech clause, namely,

to protect the expression ,of minority positions from governmental restrictions;

(2) the fact that disruption is an inappropriate response to expressions of

belief: it is at odds with the notion of a school as a market place of

ideas; and (3) the view that schools have a duty--more so than any other public

institution -to teach the young the meaning of freedom of speech: It Could be

argued that this duty includes not only learning' that disruptionN ,is not a

i

permissible response to minority,expression, but also learning to refrain from

, 8
such disrnption in the face of "objectionable" views.

As e;result of failing to take account of the above, the Tinker rule

justifieSP4he suseension of students, irrespective of their intentions, when

o

the schop meets its burden on the question of disruption. In effect, it

ermitsinappropriaie response's to expressions 4belief by.other students,

and Possibly by teachers, to override particular student'S rights.

Clearly schools cannot properly function in the midst tf'disruptions,

but from this fact it dOes not follow _that an apprepriateresponse by courts is

-4

to merely lhold the student's suspension when school officials meet their

burden under Tinker. Other or further responses are more consistent with

the above mentioned principles. At least a showing by the school that it

cannot reasonably control the disruption should be required. The only school

'case we know of that places a burden on schools to show that they could not,

6
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.t

by takifig reasonable steps, control the disruptive response to expression

is Crews v. Clones.
9 This case involved a student whose hair length vio

lated a schodl regulation. The court held that hair length was withfft,the

scope of freedom of speech, found the evilkence insufficient to justify
N

susnensipn on the Tinker "disruption" test, and adopted Prdfessor Chafee's

/
vie that' it is absurd to punish a person "because his neighbors have no self

..

control and cannot refrai.ffsfrom violence."
10 This is not, to say that schools

should be required to use means required in society at large to prevent-or

stop disruption:_ "because of its relation to. the achievement of education

goals, the states interest in maintaining ordei may be greater in the school

contest than in society in general."
11 Schools should not be required 'to call

out the pdlice to protect the expression of beliefs by students.

Requiring the schools to show that it cannot control; perhaps by punishing

disruptors, inapprOpriate responses to expressions of speech is different from

'Milker in an important way: namely, it places on the schools an aff4.imatiVe

duty to protect students' rights. Tinker, on its face, merely establishes the
4

4 .

right of students to express their beliefs without restrictions based upon
o

unsupported views of schoolmen.
12

The importance of Crews is its.suggestion, which is implicated in Tiqker,

that
a
given students' right of freedom of speech, schools have an affirmative

duty to protect this right. It is not our purpose here to.examine the proper

scope of this.duty. Rather; it is to suggest a line of argument leading to a,

result in the forDeof a cou order that would effectuate what we, at least,

regard as an important cu iculum change in schools: a change that wojilld

counteract schools' ten ncies to exclude from the curriculum matters that are

regarded as both important and controversial'in a given community.
13

7
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Arguments, not entertained here, concerning topics such as the proper

scope of the school's duty to protect students' free speech rights, the

ability of the schools to effectively teach the meaning of constitutional

rights, and the causal role school policies and practices play in bringing

about disruption in the face of of unpopular beliefs, would be

helpful to a court in deciding the appropriateness of an order of the 'sort.

we are proposing. In short, our proposal is that when a school demonstrates

that thereis'a material and substantial likelihood of disruption resulting

from students' expressions and that it cannot control the disruption, the court

should uphold the suspension of the student who refuses to cease his expression.

But it should further order that the school take corrective steps, i.e., to

teach the meaning of free speech in an effective way, including appropriate

responses to it; appoint a panel to supervise and evaluate the schools'

efforts; and require that after a set period of time the s ool demonstrate

1 the success ofd' Its efforts by allowing student, expressions of speech pre-

.4

viously restricted. In short, arschool acts at its peril in restricting

freedom of speech.

Although courts, on constitutional grounds.have prohibited certain cur-
.

ricular practices
14

and have required significant changes in education policies'

15
that have directly affected curriculum,. they have not, as, some would say,

A
.

intruded on curricular determination to the'extent we are suggesting.
A

Nevertheless,-there are legal doctrines supporti'e of the result we are

'suggesting. .The result could be reached just from the fact that freedom of

speech 'is a protected right for school children and the fact that schools by

statute have a duty to teach constitutional principles. Schools are different

fronlythe public arena at large primarily because of the age of students. Im-

maturity of students and special requirements of -discipline are often cited



as reasons for requiring less reason to restrict protected rights._ But this

difference could be viewed from a different perspective, namely,' children

have a special need to learn the meaning of protected rights and 'schools

have a duty to teach them; whereas the public arena at large is just a place

where rights are to be protected.

-DisruptiVe responses to speech should be prohibited generally, but in

schools such responses are particularly inappropriate. Even though schoo1

practices and policies might not play a causal Tole in the disruption;,never-

theless, the disruptions suggest the school's failure to do what it, is

obligated to do by statute. To the extent a court were pursuaded that teach-

ing students to respond by discussion, not disruption, to expressions of

belief was within the scope tohe school's duty to teach the meaning of free-

dom of speech, it might grant the order we are suggesting. Lau v. Nichols
16

reaches a similar result, relying on the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
17

Viewing

English skill as being "at the very core of what these public schools teach,"

the U.S. Supreme Court.decided that eyen\though the sChool ig not respbnsible

for the fact that non-English speaking Chpe e students cannot benefit from

the same instruction to the extent that other students can, they ruled that

schdolshave a duty "tb rectify the language deficiency in order to open the

institution to students who have 'linguistic deficiencies'." In this sense, .

the Lau remedy is similar to the remedy we are propos g here.

Although it is not so generally recognized, freedom o eech, like

English, is at the core of American education, Further, unlike English, it is

at the very core of the constitution. If courts are willing to make a remedial

order with respect to the teaching of English, then a fortiori, they ought to

be prepared to make-a similar. remedial order withrapect to the teaching of

freedom of speech.'

9
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Cases in which cour.s harp overturned school policies or practices have

an important element in co : namely, the practice or polic*had the

effect of restricting the exerc se of a protected right. To the extent that

6

it can be shown that school structures, policies, practices or personnel
0 ,:,

( .

10
.

, 142
are causal factors in students' disruptive responses, our argument is,

.

P

strengthened. The point is not that one should .seek ,to show that schools.

are the proximate catdit of disruption; 'rather, iys to show that.:schools by
S.

their practices or policies (by the hidden curriculum if'you will) teach

1

k.students,not to respect expressions of unpopItilar views. Arguably, aschooLts

suspension of students for expressions of belief itgelf teaches that-dis-
p

.

ruption is'a permissible response to expreSsions of unpopular views.; Aoshow-

1

ing of this de jute element is no doubt necessary to reach our result, just

P P
, 4'.

as it is necessary in segregation cases.
19

1

. A
U

N4

.
fk

There is One further 4rgument, namely, equal protection. On the Tilker

standard, as Guzick'suggests, whether or not-a'student's expressionS of
0'

belief will be allowed is a function of the-type of school'he attends. On

the traditional standard of review of classifications this 4ifferdnce would

not violate the equal protection clause. The need for order in schools has

a rational relationship to alegitimate state purpose. Hower,; here ire

,.
4

.

'
ti

classification is\puspectsince it touches'om a-andamental interest-.-free-0
%

;

,

dom of speech--and at least in Guzick, the classification in effect isI'°
r

based on races It is wpli'established that to prevail when The classifi-

cation

. z
c

,

cation isisuspect, the state must establish not only that it -has a compelling ,

interest which justifies the classification, but also that the classification
\..

.

.

,

is necessary to further_the state's purpose. The equal protection4argUment -i. ..:

,. -
A

does- two things: (1) increases the likelihood that a 'court will strictly
.

c..
. ,

P \
t scrutinize school policies to determine if they have a !detrimental effecOtin'

9
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----

the dttassal of teachers. For example, in Gover-v. Stovall the court held.

;

a protected right, and (2) increases the likelihood thata court.will

reject anything short of compelling evidence pf'the school's inability to

4
effeciively'teach the meaning of freedom of Oath.

Although our proposal may be viewed by some as an impermissible exer-

cise
,

of judicial authority and as an impossible task for schools, in fact all

, *Pt
it suggests is that'schools take seriouslk.a city that they presently have;

.

,

0
hopefully before a court reqnocesthem to do so.

. . ......'
,

-,
,'
,

'Fitness to Teach
.

.
.

i

Recently in a number Lases involving dismissal'of teachers or revo-

cation of certification, cOUrts,have narrowly construed the statutory lan-

guage--"immbral," "conduct unbecoming a teacher," Or "moral turpitude"--
,

. -

requiring a-6bool board to demonstrate that there is a nexus between the

allegeeN.Aaraf conduct afid fitness to teach before such conduct comes within

the scope'of Nese.titatutory terms. This_eenStruction is in sharp,contrast'

to'a number of earlier 4ses which broadly construed such-terms in upholding:

20

that the,board of education did not err in)dismfSsifig a teacher for secretly

a t z

being in the school wiqhout lights between\8 and 9 p.m. with another maA
,

and three femaleeevs0.though there was no evidence that any immoral aFt was.

I #

!

perpetuated or attempted:- The court said, "\...when he engages in-conduct that
, .

.

inn.the minds of a prudent and cautious person would arouse suspicions pf im-

w ... "...s

morality, he is then guilty. of such conduct as is contemplated by-the statute."

'' '

..

The fitness td teach doet.4ne gives greater protection to a teacher's

.,,
. ,

private conduct than does the Grover approach--"where his professional achieve-
It

a

ment is unaffectedi'where the school community,is i,laved in no jeopardy, his

private arts are s Own mess and may not b' the basis of discipline."
21

.

Further, the fitness to teach doctrine does save ittorality statutes, at

0q013.

t.
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least on their face, from being constitutionally void for vagueness in

violation'of due process.
22

An examinati of the factors suggested in Morrison v. State Board of

Educ,ion,23 the leading case,,to be taken into account when seeking to

determine if theconduct indicates, an unfitness to teach and of some post
.re

Morrison decisions will reveal that the protection under the doctr *- ould

turn out to be-illusory: The development of theory and data'with respect to

these factors is necessary to reach just and consistent results under the

fitness to- teach doctrine. Such t/kory and data would also help settle a

question that is at present unresolved, namely what should the impact of the -

.
existence of a constitutional right-be on-the determination of 4itriess to

teach.

In Morrison, the teacher privately engaged, for a one week period, in a

limited; non-criminal physical relationship which he described as being.homon

sexual in nature. Three years later,'the State Board of Education revoked ,

Morrison's life diplomas; because it concluded his action constituted immoral

and unprofessional conduct.. With the exception of this single incident there

was fio suggestion of Morrison's ill-performance as.& teacher or of any reproach-

able conduct outside the classroom.

The court; held that Morrison's certificate could be revoked only if his

conduct Indicates an unfitness to teach, largely because of vagueness prob=

dens with "immorality" and because-an employee's private conduct is a proper

concern of the state oRly to the' extent it affects his job performance. "An

individual can'be 'removed from the teaching profession only-upon a showing

-.,
t

that ,:his retention in tkip profession poses,a significant danger of harm,to

. v }
;

eithei students, school employees, or others who might be offendrd by his

417: -... '... , 24
actions .As a teacher.

"
.1

.-,

12
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This test seemingly provides adequate protection for teachers from ar-

, .

bitrary. dismissal, especially if '"significant", is stressed. However, Pettet

v.°Board ofEducation,f
25

a post-Mbrrison case, indicates that teachers tante

dismissed for conduct that under this test does not indicate an unfitness to

each. In Pettet, the court upheld revocation and dismi'ssal of a teacher whq

enga,%6d in a swinger's party and who disguised, but recognized by another

teacher, appeared on two televised chiscussions of unconventional sexual life-

styles about which she spoke approvingly. There was no evidence that knowledge

on the part of a few teachers a4d administrators of Pettet's televised coM-

ments in any way interferred with her teaching effectiveness or her relationi-

k

ships with colleagues, or that knowledge of her conduct had come to the

attention of parents or students. "Notoriety" was regarded by the court as

0 4

conclusive.

Oases overturning board dimissals "of teachers on a fitness to teach

standard typic y involve single nom:criminal acts of "Misconduct" involving

no threat of harm to students. The revocation of Richard Erb's
26

teaching

Certificate on the grounds of mgral turpitude-was held be illegal'. Erb*

had a brief affair which was discovered by the woman's.husband hiding in the

trunk of a car Ohile,Erb and his wife had sexual intercourse in the back

seat. Erb was forgiven by his wife Thd the student body, and he maintained

the respect of the community. All witnesses, except the 'husband and two

andvouched' or Erb's character and fitness to teach. Th te was no evi- ,

dence Erb's conduct was likely to recur; nor was it an open or public affront

27

to community morals. 'In.Oakland Unified School District v.- Olieker, the

teacher, who in class had discussed papers written by her students that

contained "vulgar references to the male and female sexual organs and the

sexual act," was dismissed.. 'the court overturned the dismissal inasmuch as

5 13
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a month went by uneventfully after the class, discussion giving evidence that

.w

her fitness to teach had not been appreciably impaired by her admitted

indiscretion.

To a large extent, the Morrison decision is responsible for the lack of

clarity and, thus, inconsistency in the application of the fitness to teach

doctrine. It suggests a number of nations many of which are vague, a board

of education may consider in determining whdther the teacher's conduct

indicates unfitness to teach withOut giving.any guidance as to how these

factors are to be ranked or balanced. Some of the factors are: (a) the

likelihOod the conduct may have an adverse affect on students or fellow

teachers, (b) the praiseworthiness or blameworthiness of the motives result
.

ing in the conduct, (c) the likelihood of the recurrence of the questionable

conduct, and (d) the notoriety of the conduct to the extant that it impairs

the teacher's ability to command respect and confidence of the students and

fellow teachers.
.

No argument ii necessary cly to show that some of these factors have at

besrt a remote relationship to one's fitness to teach; (2) to show that a --

pattern of continuous questionable behavior; such as living together without

being married, is more likely to an unfitness to teach, in a loose

t.

sense, than are single acts;Ncir to show that general-bdliefs, usually-

unsupportable, c ncernint,negative effects that "immoral" teachers have on

student behaviorsgp vaiues will be the basis for dismissing teachers. One

commentator argues 01 t a proper application of the Morrison test would result

in dismissal only on two grounds: the potential for misconduct with students

and the destructive effect of notoriety on the tatach,ing environment.
28

The poi 1., without s\stantial research concerning tA actual or

potential harm to students and the school comiLunity tht will result because

14
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I

of "immoral" conduct or publicity surrounding it, it is likely'that the

fitness to teach doctrine will justify varying results and will uphold the
_

dismissal of teachers whose Conduct poses no significant danger of harm or

does not substantially impair .their function as a teacher:even if the,natuie

Of the conduct is generally -known. To the extent that such results occur,

schools will continue to be institutions inhich,those whose conduct is

controversial will have no plane.

A ,factor, .not listed abOver that Morrison olt.ed as relevant.in 4 deter:

urination of the-fitness to teach question is, "the extent.to which disci-

plinary action may inflict -an adverse impactor chilling effect upon the

constitutional rights of the teacher involved."
29

This is not a factor in

the cases discussed above;.however it increaSes the need for research

especially on the question--to w t extent does a known act or state that is

arguably immorality on the part f a teacher effect the values, beliefs., or

conduct of students?

-
The ateas,in,which the effect of a protected right in deteriining fit-

s

ness to teed.: is ?tite/y it be rested are cases invo g,I t')/nmArried pregnant .

.

''' .- 4.-. -

teachers or teachers who are unwed mothers. There re three ,decided cases . -"W",-*-

f',--

,
..' """jk1/4

involving these questions. In Reinhardt,
30

a teacher was unmarried and

obviously pregnant at a time during which she taught, buelshortly-thereafter

she married. After finding no evidence to support the view that "her con-

ditiondition and unmarried status became a matter of public knowledge and iscus-

sion to the detriment-of her relationships with fellow teachers, par nts of

pupils and other citizens and residents of the school district," the court

reinstated her on, a sex discrimination theory.' In Drake,
6

the superintendent

discovered from Drake's doctor that she was\pregnant and isited him to dis-
,

cuss the possibility of an abortion. The court held "itn he absence of any
!ic

15
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compelling interest, to base cancellation of Drake's employment contract on

evidence g owing out of her coasultationvw1th her physician was...an uncon-

stitutional invasion of her right of privaCy." There was no evidence that

Drake's claimed immorality had affected her competency or fitness as a

..

,

teacher. In Drew,
32

two black females were wrongfully deni d employment as

1--

I

teacher's aids because of a local policy which forbade employment of school

Personnel who are unwed parents. The denial of employment was wrongful because

"one!s previousl havieg had an illegitimate child has sor-altional relation to

the objectives (the need for proper teacher models and the need notto contrib-

ute to the problem of school-girl pregnancies) ostensibly sought to be achieved

by the school officials and is fraught with invidious discrimination...alter-

. natively, the policy..-.constitutes an impermissible, discriminatory classifi-

cation based on sex."

These cases are not decisive on the question of the effect of a protected

right on the deterMination of fitness to teach. Nevertheless, they are im-

portant because they hold that unmarried pregnant teachers and unwed mothers

are within the scope of sex discrimination and/or privacy and thus suggest
.

that a compelling state interest test is applicable. This raises the question,
NJ

"Who would count AS-evi0eace of unfitness to teach, such that a showing of
- 6- _

.. .

unfitness wo'Illd be sufficient to meet the burden of compeliiiiVisioae interest?"

N .

x

The'ease that,would require a court to deal specifically with the relation-

ship (proper balance) between a protected right and fitness to teach would

Ne:Ti an unmarriepregnant teacher seeking treatment Undifferentiated from a

married pregnant teacher. The case probably would tuft on the question of

non-physical harm to students resulting from the teacher's status--the

extent to which a.teachef is a model that affects. student behavior and

t /

belief--and possibly'pA the effect of notorietylon the teacher's

:
1.
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ti

effectiveness. Since a protected right is involved, the school would have

an increased burden to prove the harm. Again, the'problem is that evidence

..,.

that would increase the likelihood of a just result is not available. To

ent that t-is fact continues to IN,..trua, decisions are going to be

re deredon strictlylegal grounds, and at times on unsupported beliefs;:"

without the aid of important and supported policy considerations.

In this paper we have discuss:ed areas of law that are important to

tg.

schooling and which have the potential, given the necessary research, theory

and/4ata, to hange school curriculum and staffing patterns. There are

other areas of hoof practices being tested and challenged in the courts,

e.g., issues involy ng parents' and students' rights, as well as potential.

conflicts between ther that cannot be appropriately settled without theory

and researc4 about schAl practiceS and needs.. A'Study of law is suggesti've

for possible areas of research-and theory development, and for discovering'

ways cf using it to impact on-the practice of education.
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